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To all whom. it may concern:

limitations of space for log data. Inciden
Be it known that I, \VAL'roN S. REDFIELD, tally,fwhere the markings are penciled on
- a'citizen‘ot' the United States, residing at ‘the dial, they are apt to be rubbed bythe

65

. ient indication at the tuning controls of the Furthermore, where ‘station ‘wave lengths
freceiving set itself of the various sending are, changed, erasure of existing logdata

65

.Providence,county of Providence, ‘State of hand in adjusting the dial and soon be
a llhode Island, has invented certain new and come blurred and illegible. Frequently also, .
.useful Improvements in Station Indication two or more stations send on the same, or 60
. 'i'or Radio Receiving Sets, of which the fol substantially the same. wave length, and
lowing isia specification. 1 I
>
where this occurs, it is practically impos
This invention relates to radio receiving sible to visually indicate all of these sta
10 apparatus, and particularly to the conven tions without confusion of station markings.
. stations within the range of that particular. for the changed station or stations is neces
1

set.‘

_

.

,

I

.

‘I

sary, with consequent likelihood of spoiling

Ordinarily,,the owner'of a radio receiv? the appearance of the entire log sheet.
ing set keeps a “log? of the wave lengths of
To the end, therefore, of avoiding the "Y
the .various sending stations which he is able several disadvantages‘ above pointed out, i
tohear on his set, together with notations as have devised my present invention. Accord
to the points on his tuning dials at which he ing to, it, I provide the ‘panel of the reeei '
best- hears each particular station.
ing set adjacent each tuning control with
This log usually takes the form of a book a relatively ?xed station ?eld which pref

or card which, being wholly independent of erably in the form of. a series o't‘station ao
and. separate from the, receiving set itself, _cating lines radially intercepting the path of
is liable to become lost or misplaced, or not rotation of a station ?nding indicator car

25 immediately at hand when wantedvfor ref ried by the tuning control, and so related
erence. In using such a log, therefore, the thereto as to permit the position of any
operator ?rst ?nds the log itself, then ?nds sending station within the range of the set
in- it the adjustment data for the particular to be accurately determined and visually in
sending station which he wishes to tune in, dicated on said ?eld by means of a series of
80 and ?nally sets his tuning controls for those station markers which may be either per
particular ad ustments.
\Vhenever he manently or adjust-ably afiixed on said ?eld
wishes to tune in a different station, there at the'positions thus determined.
fore. he has to repeat this process, and hence
‘The markings of the station ?eld interc'e t
the log book must be kept constantly at the path of rotation of the indicator of t 1e
2A (a hand and must be repeatedly referre
to. tuning control on lines having the axis of
This is both troublesome and'time-consum rotation of said control as a center, and
ing. and is avoided by my invention.
hence all possibility of inaccurately locating
It has been proposed, heretofore, to‘sup a sending station with reference to that
pl_v each tuning dial of the receiving set particular control is avoided, since each sta
40

with a disc of paper, celluloid, or the like, - tion lies on or bet-ween the lines 01 radial

on whii-lrthc log data could be penciled. It intercept. The station markers themselves
has also been proposed to write the log data necessarily have physical dimension, and
on a sheet of paper aiiixed to the panel while it'is possible to reduce their width
,
somewhat by making them in the form of
Neither of these methods of “logging,” sector-shaped pieces corresponding in gen
however, wholly accurately establishes the eral outline to the radial intercepts of the
positions of the .station markings with refer station marking lines, I prefer, in addition,
ence to theadjustment of the tuning con 'to provide each marker at its inner end with
trols, and hence does not permit that in a match-mark with which the station-finding
stant refinement of tuning which is so es indicator of the tuning control can he reg
board of the set.v

sential to perfect reception. Moreover, with istercd, so as to give the maximum accuracy

sets of'extensive range, only a comparatively
few of the many stations capable of being

of adjustment.

'

The relatively ?xed station ?eld may be

heard On the set can be indicated, owing to variously applied to the receiving set. As,
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here shown, said ?eld is applied to the panel like reference characters are cori'espo?ding
of the receiving set either as a direct en ly applied, and in the drawings :——'

gravure or other form of permanent mark

Fig. '1 is face view of one of the tunin
controls of a radio receiving set'equippe
luloid, metal, or the like, and the shaft of for station indication in accordance with my 70
the tuning control which carries the sta general concept, and ‘
tccar?ndiug indicator is utilized as a tom 0 ‘F'Fig. 2 is a section on the line 2-—2 of
i-ary mount for a template which is rotata le 1g. 1. ‘
,
over said station ?eld independently of the
I have indicated at '1 a portion of the
station-?nding indicator and is provided panel board of a radio receiving set of stand 75
about its periphery with a series of various ard type, and at 2 the knurled knob of a
ly-shaped openings through which, the tuning control, which is mounted on a shaft
match-marks of the underlying stationv 3 journaled through the panel 1.
markers on the station ?eld are selectively
According to my general concept, I pro
cxposable. By the use of the template, the vide the panel 1 behind each tuning control 80
station ?eld and markers may be perma with a relatively ?xed station ?eld, which as
nently engraved or otherwise a?ixed on the here shown comprises a'series of_ station 10
panel of the receiving set when the set is cating lines 4 intercepting the path of rota
ing, or asa separate sheet of cardboard, cel
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assembled, and any variations in station po tion of the station-?nding indicator of the
sitions com ensated for by the template, tuning control on'lines having'the axis of

since the ad; ustment ‘of the station-?nding
indicator does not need to even closely

85

rotation 3 of said control as a center.

The station~?nding indicator itself may be
any device rotating with the tuning knob 2.
station-?nding indicator beingv
'Where the tuning control is provided with
moved towards the. selected station marker, the usual graduated dial 5,.as shown in Figs.
and the template then rotated until the 1 and 2, this indicator may be any selected
match-mark is/exposed through one of its graduation relatively half-way between the

it;
simply

proximate the selected station marker,

25

90

slots or openings,‘ after which a line .is extremes of reception of the control,‘ as the
drawn with pen, pencil, or stylus through graduation 50 on the dial shown, and for con
3O
the template slot from the match-mark of venience of recognition this graduation 50 95
the station marker to the point in the path may be visually differentiated from the
of rotation of the station-?nding indicator other graduations in any desired manner, as
Where the best‘reception for that particular by applying to it an arrow-head 6 (Fig. 1)
station'is had. -This arrangement, there or other distin ishing device. Obviously,
" fore, not onl permits the greatest possible however, a tea ing line could be scratched 100
re?nement o tuning, reducing as it does the on the dial midway between its extremes of‘,
limitation of the adjacent station markers reception if desired, and~used as a station
to the width of the ink or pencil connecting ?nding indicator, or in fact the dial could
line, but permits the eatest latitude in 10 be wholly omitted and in its place a simple
rating the station mar ers on the ?eld, since
with‘ the tuning knob 2
~ rotatin% or
by the use of the template, it is immaterial -/pointer
could be used.
the purpose of this ap
how many degrees the station-?nding indi-v plication, however, I have shown the sta
qator may be romoved from registration tion-?nding indicator as carried by the dial
with the particular station marker, provided itself, although it is to be understood that
i‘ they are within ‘the limits of one or a com-' this showing is purely illustrative and in no 110
bination of the variously shaped slots or way limiting.
openings of the template so that a connects previously stated, the station locating _
111g line or lines may be drawn. In fact, .lines 5 of the station ?eld radially intercept
where several stations lie closely adjacent the arc of rotation of the station-?nding in

each other on the station ?eld, acconnecting dicator, and hence the sending stations with
line for each station may be drawn in the in the range of that particular set lie on or
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same opening of the template and such lines between the lineswof radial intercept, and
lines may be drawn-incontrasting colors se_ sitions visuall indicated on the station ?eld
as to be readily distinguishable from each by any suitab e station markers applied di 120
other, and, if desired, the station markers rec‘tly thereto.
'
themselves may be a contrasting color.
The station markers themselves are pref- ‘
may even cross each other. The connecting may thus be accurately located and their po

65

The method of practising my invention, erably‘ sector-shaped‘ pieces6 of cardboard,
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together with suitable embodiments for car
rylng out the principles involved, are de
scribed and illustrated in the accompanying
specification and drawings, and the charac
teristic features of novelty are particularly
pointed out in the appended claims.

'l‘hrougliout the speci?cation and drawings,

celluloid, metalzor thc like,'bearing'indicia

descriptive of .the various stations within

125

the range of the receiving set, as for ex

ample, the code name and wave length of
the station.

.

The station markers are applied to the
station ?eld in any desired manner. ‘In 1-31)

8
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some instances they may be a?ixed to the the station?nding indicator at the ‘position

?eld in their proper positional relationship
thereon by simply gluing or other-wise affix
ing them directly thereto- \Vhere the sta
tion ?eld itself is constructed asl-an attach

of rest of said indicator, and hence ‘in there- .

after tuningin this particular station,'it
is only vnecessary to register the station
?nding indicator with'the terminus of said 70

lnent for the set, as where it is a separate connecting-up line or lines 11. \Vhere two

more stations lie closely adjacent each
piece of cardboard, celluloid, metal orthe or
other
on the station?eld, they may all be
like, a?ixed in any-suitable manner ‘to the

10

indicated through the same slot or open-’
panel board, ,the station markers may be .ing
of the template by simply drawing in
adjustably mountedon the field so as to
the
proper
connecting-up lines, one for each
be‘ capable of being 1 repositioned thereon station. These
lines may be contrastingly

, should the wavelength of a station be sub
sequentlychanged, H.

'

.

colored to distinguish them from each other, i

_=

The template permits the positions of the

station, markers to be varied many degrees so
15 -e'rs>is such‘ as to occupy the minimum space
on the station ?eld, even to the extent of,
consistent with proper legibility on the sta crossingthe connecting lines._ _Where the

Although the shape of .the station mark

tion. ?eld, they’ nevertheless necessarily have dial form of station-finding indicator is em- "
some. physical widtln and~ inasmuch as it

20

played, graduations considerably ?ner than
sometimes happens that a station~ will be those
now employed may be used. The‘ 85_
heard with varying" degrees of clarity‘ in principal
advantage, however, of the ,tem- '
thezone covered by the marker, l?nd
plate
is
that
makes possible the greatest
expedient to provide each marker with a. re?nement of ittuning
in that it practically
match mark, indicated at '8, representingr reduces the limitation of adjacent/station
the pointat which that particular stat-ion markers. tot-he width of the pencil- or ink
willhe best heard.

'

v

'.

f‘Vhere the station ?eld is engraved or lines 11 which are drawn in to connect up
otherwise permanently marked on the panel the stations with the station-?nding indi80

£5 £1
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board, as in newly-assembled sets, the sta-.

cator.

tions in location compensated for by the

behind each control.

'

-

~v

_

'

f

\Vhere the receiving set is provided' with '
tions within the range of the set may also
95
be‘permancntly‘marked on the field at some more than one tuning control, the station
4, markers, and station-?nding indi
thing approximating their correct positions ?eld
thereon for that particular set, and varia cator are duplicated on the panel board
'

other modi?cations in the method
use of a peripherally slotted template 3) of Various
structures for practicing my inven3
which is temporarily mounted on the shaft tionand
may obviously be resorted to, within
of the tuning control for rotation over the
limits of the appended claims.
station ?eld independently of the rotation the
.lVhat I therefore claim and desire to se
of the station-?nding indicator. 7
by Letters‘ Patent is:
As here shown the template 9 is loose cure
1. Station indicating:r means for the tun
on the shaft of the tuning control, the dial

in these ?gures carrying the station-?nd
ingindicator, but the template may ob
viously lie-used with other forms of sta

100

ing controls ofa radio receiving set, com
prisingr a station-?nding indicator adapted

to rotate with tuning control'of the set, a
tion-?nding indicators, as for example, a relatively fixed station ?eld applied to the

panel board 01'' the set behind each tuning
simple pointe-rrotating with the shaft of control
and comprising a spaced series of
the tuning knob, in which case the dial

would be entirely omitted. The slots ‘or radial ‘markings intercepting the path of
openings at the periphery of the template rotation
as a axis
center,
of station
rotation
the indicator
markers
of theonapplied
tuning
lines having
contro
to said "5
are. indicated at 10 and-are of various shapes the

in]

and

sizes.

'

'

-

.

'In using the template, the statii'in-?nd
ing indicator of the tuning control is ad
justed towards the selected station on the

?eld in proper positional relationship there-"
on,‘ each marker bearing indicia descriptive
of ya particular sending station andieach

a match-mark disposed at substan
?eld which it is desired vto tune in. This havingthe~
intercept of the'radial markings ‘120
adjustment need be only a very rough one, tially
with
the
path
of rotation of the station—
and as a matter of fact the indicator may
of rest as many degrees ?nding indicator and a template tempora

' come to a position

removed from the selected station as can be’ rily mounted on each tuning control to ro—'

00

covered by the longest slot or combination
of slots of the slot- series 10. ‘The stat-ion
is then connected up with the indicator po
sition by drawing a line or lines, desig
nated at 11 in Fig. 1, from the center or

tate over the station ?eld independently of
the rotation of the statiorr?nding indicator 1‘25

for said control and having a, peripheral

series of variously shaped openings throu ,h‘

which the under ying match-marks of t to
station markers ‘are selectively exposable
‘match-mark of the selected station marker whereby to permit a connecting line to be 13" '
which will intercept the are of rotation of

\4;
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drawn from the match-mark of each se -ing to the poiht in the path of rotation of‘ 30
lected station-marker exposed _ through a the station-?nding indicator at which that
template opening‘to the point‘in the path particular station .is . best‘ heard.
of rotation of the station-?nding indicator 3. Station indicating: means'for the tun- 4

at which ‘that particular station is best ing controls of a radio receiving set, com
prisin a station-?nding indicator mounted 35
_ v2. Stat-ion indicating means for the tun on eac tuning control of the set to rotate‘
ing controls of a radio receiving set, com therewith, station markers ap lied to the
prising a station-?nding indicator adapted panel board of the setbehind-eac tuni con
10 vto rotate with each tunin control of the trol', each marker having its inner en dis
set, .a relatively ?xed station ?eld applied. posed to intcrceptthc path of rotation of the
to the pa'neL board of the ‘set behind each station-?nding indicator, and a template
heard.

._

I

1

.

»

tuning control, station markers applied to
said ?eld in proper positional relationship
15 thereon, each marker bearing indicia de
scriptive of a particular sending station
.and' each having its inner end disposed to
intercept the path of rotation of the sta
20

temporarily mounted on each tuning control '

to rotate over the station markersindepend

ently of the rotation of the station-?nding
indicator for said dontrol and having a

peripheral series of variously shaped open

ings through which ‘the inner ‘ends of the- '
tion-?nding indicator and a template tem station markers are selectively exposable
porarily mouned on each tuning control whereby to permit a connecting line to be
to rotate over the station ?eld independ drawn fromthe-inn'er end of each selected 50

en'tly of the rotation of the station-?nding station marker'ex osed through thetem- indicator for said control and having a pe plate opening to tie point in the path of

25

ripheral series of variously shaped open~ rotation of the station-?nding indicator at.
ings through which the inner ends of the which that particular station is best heard.
station markers are‘ selectively exposable ~

whereby to vpermit a connecting line to be
drawn from a point 'on each selected station
marker exposed through a template open

In testimony‘ whereof I allix my signa~
ture. ‘

WALTON s. REDFIELD. _
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